Usages

Information related to the institutions which are currently using the NetarchiveSuite platform, the parts they are using and what extensions they have developed. The information found here might also include alternatives to using the core modules of NetarchiveSuite.

- **Danish Netarchive usage** — Information of the Danish usage by KB and SB who are responsible for the Danish Web archival.
- **Danish Web Archival history** — Overview of the web harvesting history in Denmark.
- **Freetext search at Netarkivet** — Describes the investigation into freetext searching being done at the danish Netarkivet.dk.
- **Wayback usage in the Danish webarchive** — The Danish Webarchive implementation of wayback has the following primary components.
- **BnF usage** — Documentation on how BnF is using the NetarchiveSuite platform.
  - BnF Crawling Architecture
  - BnF Nomination Tool
  - BnF Preload Tools
  - BnF Wayback usage
- **ONB usage** — Documentation on how OnB is using NetarchiveSuite platform.
  - Heavily used Pages from Heritrix 1.14 Webinterface
  - ONB crawls
  - ONB Wayback usage